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Digital Transformation 

or IT Rationalization? 
 

Why Application Cloud Migration 

Should Have a Balanced Strategy 
 

The intrinsic benefits of cloud have been touted on countless 

occasions.  The question is no longer Cloud or not Cloud, but more 

about how and when? 

 

This article aims at positioning Cloud in a “dual mode” – meaning Cloud 

can be a trigger AND a result. This paradigm shift is meant to describe 

a balanced strategy where cloud benefits are maximized and created 

to achieve ambitious goals. 
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Cloud as Part of the Remedy for your 

Rationalization Initiative 
 

  

 

Technical debt skyrocketing, shadow IT expansion and 2 speeds of IT are only 

a few examples that testify that the “keep the lights on” mode can no longer 

be an option (or at least a sustainable one). However it has been 

acquired/built, your legacy tends to become your worst enemy - especially 

when the Business is always waiting for better & quicker product releases. 

 

 

 
 

 

The recurring challenge is to keep the Business – IT Alignment while optimizing 

costs to propose & fund innovation. Cloud adoption can be a catalyst to 

optimize cost, especially when you reach the end of an amortization period. 

The opportunity to shift from CapEX to OpEX and reducing the cost can be 

achieved simultaneously.  In addition to this “best case/ideal scenario”, we can 

also consider Cloud-Readiness as a primary pillar of continuous Application 

Portfolio Analysis. 
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In other words, collect information through a frequent & standardized method 

- enough objective & actionable insights to determine several application 

segments, such as: 

 

 Applications to sunset which mechanically alleviate both budget & complexity 

 

 Applications to merge to avoid duplication and provide a homogeneous 

quality of service to users 

 

 Applications to replace because they are too old and expensive - SaaS should 

be an option 

 

 Applications are candidates for “Lift & Shift”, where infrastructure is turned 

into a commodity 

 

 Applications to reprioritize where modernization investments should align 

with risk mitigation (as well as new capabilities). 

 

This last category implies that we also unleash additional Cloud potential to 

support in-depth digital transformation. 
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The Role of Cloud in your Digital 

Transformation 

 

Software is everywhere - and is the cornerstone of the customer engagement 

& journey via your set of product & services. In a nutshell, every business is 

now in the Software business. To fully leverage this new digital era, you should 

envision Cloud to strengthen your growth-enablers (apps) as well as to adapt 

to support the increase in time-to-market pace. 

 

 

Cloud as an enabler to build intelligent apps 

 

Cloud can open a wide variety of services to either a) breathe life into your old 

apps; or b) leverage “cool” features which are not only cool but can also 

become enablers to gain market share. More than a simple catalog of services, 

these workloads also open a fantastic opportunity to expand the application 

ecosystem according to both context & objectives: 

 

 Integration Workloads to orchestrate complex workflows and enable API 

management 

 

 Analytics & IoT which embraces device & data, machine learning as well as 

cognitive services. They represent some of the numerous potential drivers to drive 

growth 

 

 Data, Identity & Security Workloads to manage the information while keeping it 

secure at all times 

 

It’s important to keep in mind that although this new array of services is made 

available naturally for “born into the cloud” apps, this paradigm shift is also a 

“gold mine” for your legacy apps.  Within your wide & complex app portfolio, 

you’ll spot some apps that will be sunset very soon, others that will be merged; 

but you also manage applications which are key to run your operations. 

Keeping & modernizing those critical applications can benefit greatly from 

cloud services. 
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Cloud as a DevOps accelerator 

 

Building more intelligent applications sounds compelling/great, but both 

quality & timing are keys to success. Our digital era has deeply re-defined/ 

reset the notion of timeframe in Software Development. Cloud is a concrete 

catalyst to speed up the entire chain - from design, development, testing, 

release, operation & maintenance of the products. 

 

As soon as the processes are reliable & efficient, the degree of automation 

enables continuous delivery and even continuous deployment. In this 

lightning-fast context, Cloud facilitates the transition between steps by 

removing infrastructure bottlenecks and potential hiccups originating from 

repetitive & manual tasks. 

 

In addition, the Cloud Developer services workloads open new capabilities, 

such as monitoring to control the operations as well as telemetry & diagnostics 

as an important input of the feedback loop.  The intent remains to proactively 

forecast the next wave of usage. 

 

To summarize, Cloud acts as an enabler to industrialize the development chain 

and is used as a time to market optimizer..  
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Adopt a Balanced Strategy 
 

 

Whether you are just starting to evaluate options, have already migrated some 

applications or even have shifted everything possible -  Cloud should always 

be managed both as: a “result” & as a “mean” to achieve something bigger! 

 

You may seek to reduce your costs, improve your agility and embrace 

innovation.  Moving to the cloud implies much more than only technical 

considerations. Using it as tool to secure quick-wins and demonstrate value in 

the short term, is a winning technique to expand to longer term 

transformations. Understanding the range of potential options will accelerate 

the first success stories promoting Cloud not only as a cost reducer but also 

as a fantastic accelerator for growth & innovation. 

 

 It should open the door to brand new standards for both legacy & new apps 

as well as new methods and approaches to design, operate & maintain those 

applications. 
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About CAST Highlight  
 

 

CAST Highlight is a SaaS platform for fast & code-level Application Portfolio 

Analytics. Track software value & risks to align IT decisions with your business 

strategy. Highlight supports a wide variety of technologies, including Java, 

COBOL, SAP/Abap, .Net, Python, PHP, PL/SQL, Objective-C & more. 

 

Build your smart Cloud Migration Roadmap with Fact-

Based Software Analytics 

Developed with some of the smartest cloud experts across the globe, Highlight 

helps you quickly and objectively assess your application portfolio for PaaS 

migration.  It automatically builds your migration strategy by identifying where 

to start, quick wins, and applications that will take longer to migrate.  Where a 

Cloud expert could spend weeks to measure the capability for a single 

application to move to PaaS, Highlight CloudReady makes it possible on the 

entire portfolio – in only days. 

More information at casthighlight.com 
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http://www.casthighlight.com/cloud-readiness-paas-migration/

